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MEGA-LAB GREASE TRAP TREATMENT SYSTEMS
Mega-Lab drain and grease trap treatment products are uniquely designed to be complementary to all types of grease traps/interceptors. They act 
to digest and/or augment the digestion of grease and organics within drain and grease trap systems. Just as people take probiotics to assure and 
augment optimal digestive system bacteria levels in order to maximize digestion efficiency and immune system health, Mega-Lab microbial products 
are added to improve waste system health. Furthermore, they work to reduce soluble sulfides thus protecting and extending the life of drain and trap 
infrastructure, optimize existing natural drain and trap bacterial activity while at the same time reduce or eliminate undesirable odour conditions.
 
Mega-Lab products are manufactured to the highest standards using only quality ingredients. Those products containing bacteria use only select 
beneficial, natural non-engineered strains that have been on earth for millions of years and have been selected for their synergistic ability to 
biodegrade grease and organics. Mega-Lab bacteria do not contain genetically modified, engineered or deliberately mutated organisms and are 
analyzed, performance tested, quality checked and certified as non-pathogenic. These products do not contain enzymes or chemicals such as emulsifiers 
or detergents and thus do not circumvent the proper operation of traps/interceptors. They do not cause pass-through of grease, rather they 
contain the grease within the trap/interceptor, break it down, digest it and convert it into harmless by-products such as carbon dioxide and water.

BACTii-GT 
BACTERIAL BLEND for GREASE TRAPS with ODOUR CONTROL
Superior blend of selected naturally occurring bacteria designed to function in the 
harsh grease trap environment and produce exceptional performance over the 
widest range of organic wastes. Provides immediate odour counteraction followed 
by the penetration, attack , break down and digestion of the organic sources of those 
odours (protein, starch, carbohydrate, fat, oil and grease build-ups).

BIO-DRIP
CONCENTRATED BIOLOGICAL DRAIN OPENER and MAINTAINER
Uniquely formulated natural, biological treatment designed to provide rapid 
penetration, breakdown and degradation of organic deposits and blockages found 
throughout drain and grease trap systems while counteracting odours.

BIO-GEN Foam for Drains
ONE STEP, EASY TO USE FOAMING DRAIN MAINTAINER

A totally new and unique concept in drain maintenance
Aerosol bio-energized foaming drain cleaner combining the power of concentrated 
natural bacterial blend in formula with citrus grease cutters and odour counteracting 
“boosters”. Provides positive control of odour and elimination of drain fly and insect 
sources while maintaining drains in a clean and free flowing condition without the 
use of  harsh chemicals or hazardous solvents.

DIGESTER
BIOLOGICAL BREAKTHROUGH for GREASE DIGESTION
Newest proprietary blend of bacteria selected to provide a naturally bio-energized 
liquid treatment specifically designed for superior grease degradation. Contains 
exclusive enhanced odour counteractants that act to effectively block malodours by 
inhibiting production of odour causing gasses from existing bacterial populations.

PRODUCT BACTERIA SCENT COLOUR SPECIAL NOTES
BACTii-GT Yes Herbal Opaque Beige Bacterial Blend For Grease Traps with Odour Control

BIO-DRIP Yes Pleasant Opaque Blue Concentrated Biological Drain Opener and Maintainer

BIO-GEN Yes Citrus Amber Liquid/White Foam Aerosol Foaming Drain Opener and Maintainer

DIGESTER Yes Herbal Opaque Blue Biological Breakthrough For Grease Digestion

ECO-TRAP Yes Citrus Translucent Blue/Green Economical Trap and Waste Digestion

LIQUID 8™ Yes Fresh Herbal Opaque Yellow Bio-Energized Waste Digester and Odour Control

WATERCO PRETREAT Yes Yeast Like Opaque Off-White Stabilized Liquid Bacteria In A Spore State

ZERO-FS Yes Herbal Opaque White Select Bacteria for Grease Traps and Waste Digestion

microSTIM™ 725 No Aromatic Brown/Black Micro Nutrients, Stimulants and Detoxifier

ECO-TRAP
BACTERIA FOR TRAPS and WASTE DIGESTION
Economical, triple strain bacterial blend all-purpose waste digester for grease 
traps, drains and pipes.

LIQUID 8™
BIO-ENERGIZED WASTE DIGESTER and ODOUR CONTROL
Naturally bio-energized liquid waste treatment for the widest range of 
applications. Incorporates multi-strain synergy of concentrated bacterial activity 
in a formula with highly effective odour counteractants. Acts to safely and 
efficiently break down and digest organics while providing positive control of 
malodours. Maintains systems in clean, free flowing condition with no harm to 
plumbing fixtures, drain lines, grease traps, sewers, field tiles or tanks.

WATERCO PRETREAT
STABILIZED LIQUID BACTERIA in SPORE STATE
Latest development in the natural, biological treatment of organic wastes in lift 
stations, pumping stations and mains. Multiple select strains of bacteria break 
down grease, oil, fats, solids and paper as in a waste water plant converting them 
to harmless by-products (carbon dioxide and water).

ZERO-FS
SELECT BACTERIA BLEND for GREASE TRAPS and WASTE DIGESTION
Natural, biological treatment for the digestion of organic wastes as found in drain 
lines and grease traps while at the same time countering malodours. Powerful 
community of select synergistic wide spectrum bacteria efficiently break down 
and thoroughly digest a wide range of organics converting them into harmless 
components (carbon dioxide and water) which can be freely flushed away.

BIO-STIMULANT/DETOXIFIER
microSTIM™ 725
CONCENTRATED BIO-AUGMENTER FOR GREASE TRAPS
Contains no enzymes, surfactants, emulsifiers, detergents  or any other ingredient which might promote grease migration through the system
100% natural, concentrated, proprietary formula developed to incorporate a unique blend of over 30 natural trace minerals and bio-activators (bacterial stimulators) in 
conjunction with highly effective toxin renovators. This is the latest breakthrough in natural bio-augmentation for the treatment of grease traps, septic systems, sump wells 
and cesspools. Initially acts to tie up harmful system toxins, reducing the bio-availability of these contaminants thereby conditioning the grease trap environment to free up 
naturally occurring microbial activity to function at optimal rates maximizing both the rate and efficiency of organics break-down and odour reduction. Minerals and stimulators 
subsequently go to work to boost existing detoxified bacterial health providing reinvigorated, robust growth and performance. Synergistic design of the formulation effects 
reduced system organics and eliminates odourous conditions, producing and maintaining an active, clean, odour free and free flowing system without harm to plumbing 
fixtures, grease traps, drain lines, sewers, field tiles, tanks, wastewater treatment facilities or associated equipment.

                                                                                QUICK GREASE TRAP PRODUCT REFERENCE GUIDE*

*Your sales representative can offer the correct product treatment system recommendation following a survey and thorough analysis of your application. 


